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The Cats Meow Loft: Cats love to climb up to high spots so they can view their 

surroundings. Not only does this entertain, it also makes them feel safe. They 

enjoy high perches so they can look over the area, or as any cat owner knows: 

"Reside over their kingdom from on high!". This is a terrific addition to any kit 

size except the Starter and Budget! The loft provides room for your cats to lay 

around, sleep, play and watch the world go by! The kits include floors with 

access opening, plus our extendable ramp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This unique enclosure concept was originated by people who were heavily 

involved in rescue of pets here in North Florida. They recognized the need for a 

containment system that is extremely strong, light weight, easy to assemble, 

and also easy to change configuration or size! These are not cages. CatsOnDeck 

kits are a solid, built-to-last cat enclosure that will provide a safe environment 

for your cats and/or small dogs. Perfect for outdoor and indoor 

requirements.And, should you move, you can easily break it down and take the 

kit along with you.  



Custom Design 

Our proprietary and patent pending 'panel and clamp' system bodes well for 

flexibility in design and size to meet your enclosure requirement. Tell us you 

idea and we'll provide you with a CAD drawing like those shown below 

 

 

Please contact us and we'll get back to you regarding your configuration idea 

and figure out the price of your custom enclosure. If you have the capability, 

you could scan your plan drawing and send to us as a PDF file attachment via 

eMail. Or send the drawing by USPS. 

 



Single Deck Loft (door not shown)| Double Deck Loft (door 

not shown) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cat Meow Lofts include our extendable ramp 
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